G -intensity sum rule applications: XV 3 molecules
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Instituto de Qu{mica, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, c.P. 1170 , Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brasil (Received 8 March 1978 Using the pyramidal XY3 (X = N. P; Y = H. F) molecules as examples. the G-intensity sum rule of Crawford. expressed in terms of effective charges. is shown to be an effective test of the numerical results of vibrational analyses. Errors in previously reported effective charge values for NF3 and PF 3 are corrected. Values for the as yet unreported polar tensors of these molecules are presented. Comparisons of these results with those previously reported for other molecules are made.
In our studt of the polar tensors and effective charges of the X 2 CY molecules it was suggested that Crawford's G-intensity sum rule 2 expressed in terms of atomic effective charges S ~a as (1) may be useful in pointing out errors or inconsistencies which can occur in the numerical analysis of infrared intensity data. An illustration of this utility arose in our study of the polar tensors and effective charges of the pyramidal XY s molecules.
As pointed out by Person and Newton, 4 the effective charge of atom a, ~a' is completely determined by the polar tensor of this atom p~a), where
The molecular polar tensor, constructed by a juxtaposition of atomic polar tensors, can be expressed as the sum of vibrational and rotational parts
The second term is the rotational one and depends on the equilibrium dipole moment and molecular geometry.4 The quantity n in Eq. (1) is also of rotational origin and depends on these same quantities. s More importantly, the vibrational part depends on P Q , a matrix whose elements are the values of the derivatives of the dipole moment with respect to the normal coordinates, the ap/aQi' The L-t, U, and D Ml/2=B matrices describe transformations from symmetry to normal coordinates, general internal displacement to symmetry coordinates, and atomic Cartesian to internal coordinates. As such, errors in the values of any of these transformation matrices or inconsistencies in the definitions of the various coordinate systems can produce errors in P x which will lead to erroneous intensity sum values calculated by Eq. (1). Although there is no guarantee that a comparison of the experimental intensity sum with the one calculated from the polar tensor or effective charge values will always be discordant should the latter values contain errors, the vibrational intensities for the XY s molecules, 5.6.7 and particularly for PF s , provide examples in which Eq.
(1) is useful.
Prasad and Singh B recently reported the atomic effective charge values for several molecules including those for the XYs group (X=N, P; Y=H,F). In Table I we list the intensity sums calculated by Eq. (1) using their effective charge values for NH s , PH 3 , NF s ' and PF 3 . As the effective charges are determined using the same values of the ap/aQi as are used to determine L.;A i, one expects Eq. (1) to be satisfied to a degree which reflects the numerical accuracy of the values used to determine each side of this equation. For example, Prasad and Singh's effective charge values of PHs lead to an intensity sum of only 2 km mole-l smaller than the direct sum. This difference can be explained by slightly imprecise values for the elements of the transformation matrices in Eq. (3). The calculated intensity sums are independent of the sign choices for the ap/aQi; as such, Table I contains only one calculated sum for PH 3 . Also, the calculated sum is independent of the force field even though the polar tensor values depend on the L-l matrix used. This is not surprising because L LI = G is also independent of the force field even though L describes the normal coordinate representations dictated by the force field. Our calculated intensity sums for NHs and PHs, which are in excellent agreement with the experimental ones, are the same using the force field of McKean and Schatz 5 or the more refined ones of Duncan and Mills. 9 The 9 km mole-l deviation from the experimental sum for ammonia calculated using the effective charges of Ref. 8 may result from imprecise values for the elements of the transformation matrices used to calculate the ~'" rather than from errors or inconsistencies in the formation of these matrices. However, this supposition can only be verified upon inspection of the atomic polar tensors determining the values of the effective charges. Our values for the atomic polar tensors and effecti ve charges of ammonia and phosphine, consistent with the G sum rule, have been reported previously.lo Intensity sums calculated using Eq. (1) and the effective charge values of Ref. 8 for NF3 and PF s show larger deviations from the experimental sums than the ones observed for the hydrogen containing molecules (see Table I ). These deviations are especially noticeable in the case of PF s as two distinct values are obtained for the intensity sum. The higher value of 621 km mole-l results from positive sign choices for ap/aQl and ap/aQ2' This value remains the same for all the possible sign choices given to ap/aQs and ap/aQ4' A choice of ap/aQl> 0 and ap/aQ2 < 0 and any selection of signs for ap/aQs and ap/aQ4 results in the lower value of 549 kmmole-l . Certainly, errors or inconsistencies exist somewhere in the analySiS which led to the results reported in Ref. 8. Furthermore, because the intensity sum determined by their values differ for different sign choices of ap/aQl and ap/aQ2 but are independent of the sign choices for ap/aQs and ap/aQ4' this error is contained in the quantities used to describe the At symmetry species. Without values for the atomic polar tensor elements, however, this error is difficult to trace.
In Table II we present values for the atomic polar tensors of NFs and PF s corresponding to the preferred sign chOices for the ap/aQI determined previously.7,1S,14 Magnitudes of the P Q elements used in Eq. taken from Refs. 6 and 7. The L-1 matrix applied in the case of NFs corresponds to force field (1) of Allan et al. 15 For PF s the L -1 matrix reported by van Straten and Smit,l1 which corresponds to force field A derived by Hirota and Morino,16 was used. The rotation contribution to the polar tensor in Eq. (1) was calculated using equilibrium geometries corresponding to those reported in Refs. 15 and 16 and equilibrium dipole moments 17 of -0.235 and -1. 03 D for NFs and PF s , respectively. The Cartesian coordinate systems are identical to the one previously used for NHs and PHs with fluorine atoms replacing the hydrogen atoms.
The effective charge values corresponding to these polar tensors and obtained using Eq. (2) are presented in Table III . These values differ from those presented (1) (see Table 1 ). As has been pointed for other molecules (NH s ' PHs 10; CHu SiH 4 6 ; CF 4 , SiF 4 8 ), the effective charge of the central atom increases with the decreasing electronegativity of this atom within a chemical group. This is also seen to be true for NFs and PF s upon inspection of the values in Table III nomenon as the opposite behavior has been observed for NHs and PH S • 10 In Table III we include values for the mean dipole moment derivatives pa and the anisotropies tl! for the atoms in these molecules. 18 The p a are Simply one third the trace of the atomic polar tensors and the tl! are given by the well-known equation for the anisotropy used in the analysis of Raman spectral data. The mean dipole moment derivatives have absolute values which increase with their corresponding effective charge values, reflecting their role in the relation 18 The effective charge values, on the other hand, do not show a simple dependence on the anisotropy.
In summary, the G sum rule of Crawford, expressed in terms of atomic polar tensors or effectives charges, has been shown to be an effective test of the numerical results deri ved from vibrational-rotational intenSity data. Besides numerical errors in the L matrix, which can also be checked by the relation L L' = G, errors and inconsistencies in the B and U matrices can also be discovered. Since this G sum rule also appears to be of value in other types of applications 19 ,20 on molecules for which complete infrared gas phase intenSity data are known, its exploitation is highly recommended. 
